
Moon mythology 
Suggested lesson plan 

 

From the beginning of human existence, people have looked at the sky tried to create order in 

the stars. Some cultures constructed images of deities and animals from among the stars and told 

stories through these constellations. The largest celestial body in our night sky is the moon, and because 

of its prominence many cultures assigned special importance and god-like powers to it. The moon was 

an early system for tracking time by the lunar month. From childhood story book rhymes to professional 

scientists, the Moon plays an important part of defining who we are and where we are in the universe. 

Indeed Armstrong took ‘one small step,’ yet fulfilling the fantasies of millions of people throughout the 

years, it was a ‘giant leap for mankind.’  

This lesson is intended to be used as an in classroom activity that will coincide with the Aurora 

History Museum’s exhibit for the moon landing’s 50th anniversary. (March 12th2019-July 21st 2019). This 

lesson is written to third grade standards, but could easily be adapted to younger or older students.  

 

Third Grade Colorado Standard: Reading, Writing and Communicating 

 Standard 1.2.a-Students can report on a topic, tell a story, or recount an experience with 

appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly and at an understandable pace. 

Standard 2.1.a.iii-Students can use key ideas and details to recount stories, including fables, 

folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain 

how it is conveyed through key details in the text. 

 

The format for this lesson is a jigsaw. Each group of students will become experts on one of the 

moon deities or legends, and will then give a short lesson to their classmates about what they learned. 

There are 6 stories included in this lesson, and they are of varying lengths and difficulties. This allows for 

differentiation among the groups if it is needed. The myths can be placed around the room or at 

student’s work stations, but they should work in a group to complete the note catcher and practice 

giving a short presentation of the information. For differentiation, the shortest myths are Khonsu, 

Chang’e, Selene, and Mama Quilla, whereas both the Inuit and Navajo stories are much longer.  

It would also be possible to extend the lesson by giving students internet or library access to do 

more research on their specific myth or the culture that created it, but this lesson will provide one myth 

for each culture, sometimes with some accompanying background info when the myth is short.  

 

References for myths: 

Mama Quilla: http://www.thegoddessgarden.com/inca-goddess-mama-quilla/ (accessed 1/18/2019) 

Chang’e: Adapted from Handbook of Chinese Mythology, Lihui Yanhg, Deming An, Jessica Anderson 

Turner, Oxford University Press 2008, pages 89-90 

Inuit Legend: Adapted from www.firstpeople.us/FP-html-legends/QuarrelOfTheSunAndTheMoon-

Eskimo.html (accessed 1/18/2019) 

Khonsu: Adapted from http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/religion/amen.htm#chons (accessed 

1/18/2019) 

http://www.thegoddessgarden.com/inca-goddess-mama-quilla/
http://www.firstpeople.us/FP-html-legends/QuarrelOfTheSunAndTheMoon-Eskimo.html
http://www.firstpeople.us/FP-html-legends/QuarrelOfTheSunAndTheMoon-Eskimo.html
http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/religion/amen.htm#chons


Selene: Adapted from http://mythmaniacs.com/selene.htm (accessed 2/4/2019) 

Navajo Legend: Adapted from https://www.firstpeople.us/FP-Html-Legends/TheSunMoonandStars-

Navajo.html on 2/1/2019 

 

   

http://mythmaniacs.com/selene.htm
https://www.firstpeople.us/FP-Html-Legends/TheSunMoonandStars-Navajo.html
https://www.firstpeople.us/FP-Html-Legends/TheSunMoonandStars-Navajo.html
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SUMMARY OF THE MYTH:

MYTH:



Mama Quilla (Inca) 

 
Mama Quilla is the Incan moon goddess. She is also known as Mama Killa, or Mother Moon. She is 

considered a defender of women. As such, she also the goddess of marriage and the child bearing.  

 

Mama Quilla was important for the Inca calendar, because for them, she was responsible for calculating 

the passage of time. In Cuzco, Peru, the capital city of the Incan Empire, she had her own temple with 

priestesses whom were dedicated to her. 

 

Mama Quilla is the daughter of Viracocha, Supreme Creator God, and Mama Cocha, goddess of the sea. 

She is the wife and sister of the sun god, Inti. Her sister is Pachamama, the earth goddess. She had four 

children: Manco Cápac, the fire god and first ruler of the Incas, Mama Ocllo, the goddess of spinning, 

Pachacamac, the earth creator god, and Kon, god of rain and the South wind. 

 

The Incas believed that the dark spots on the moon where there because a fox fell in love with her 

because of her beauty, and rose into the sky to be with her. When he got there, she squeezed him so 

close against her, it produced the dark patches we see. 

 

The Incas feared lunar eclipses because they believed that they were caused by an animal (possibly 

a mountain lion, serpent or puma) trying to attack Mama Quilla. In attempt to scare away the animal, 

they would throw weapons, make wild gestures, and create as much noise as possible. They believed 

that if the animal succeeded in swallowing the moon, the world would be left in darkness. 

They also believed that Mother Moon cried tears of silver. 

http://www.thegoddessgarden.com/pachamama/


Chang’e (China) 

 
 

In the Ancient Past, there was a hero named Yi who was excellent at shooting. His wife was 

Chang’e. One year, the ten suns rose in the sky together, causing great disaster to people. Yi shot down 

nine of the suns and left only one to provide light. An immortal admired Yi and sent him the elixir of 

immortality. Yi did not want to leave Chang’e and be immortal without her, so he let Chang’e keep the 

elixir. But Fengmeng, one of his apprentices knew this secret. So on the fifteenth of August in the lunar 

calendar, when Yi went hunting, Fengmeng broke into the house and forced Chang’e to give the elixir to 

him. Chang’e refused to do so. Instead she swallowed it and flew into the sky. Since she loved her 

husband very much and hoped to live nearby, she chose the moon for her residence. When Yi came 

back and learned what had happened, he felt so sad that he displayed the fruits and cakes Chang’e liked 

in the yard and gave sacrifices to his wife. People soon learned about these activities, and since they 

were also sympathetic to Chang’e they participated in these sacrifices with Yi. From then on, holding a 

memorial ceremony on the fifteenth of August in the lunar calendar has become a tradition and has 

spread throughout the country. 

 
 

 

 



Inuit Legend: Quarrel of the Sun and the Moon 

 
Long ago, in a cold land far away, there lived a brother and sister who loved each other very 

much. But they quarreled all the time. They argued about anything and everything. “It’s cold,” the sister 

would say. Her brother would shake his head, “it’s not too cold.” “Spring will be here soon,” the sister 

would say happily. “It’s spring already, foolish sister,’ the brother argued. Day in and day out they 

quarreled. Now we would say they were as different from each other as night and day. 

One day the sister awoke and said to her brother “we must change.” “We must NOT change,” he 

disagreed. But she was determined. “I think we should transform ourselves into wolves and travel 

together in harmony as they do.” 

“Wolves howl,” he said. “We must not become wolves.” 



“We’ll become bears,” she suggested. “Bears are amiable creatures” 

“Bears are blunderers’” he said. 

“We’ll become salmon and swim together down river.” 

“The water is cold, we should not become salmon,” the brother said firmly. 

“Beavers then,” she said. “The Great Spirit praises the beaver who works with his brothers.” 

“We do not want to have sharp teeth,” said the brother. “We must not become beavers.” 

“Seals then,” said the sister. “Their great soft eyes are evidence that they are as kind as we should 

become.” 

“Slithery creature,” the brother shuddered. “We should not become seals.” All day they argued. Each 

time the sister suggested an animal they might become, the brother scowled and said “no, no, no!” She 

recommended caribou and musk oxen, eagles and deer, but he was not convinced. Each artic animal the 

sister suggested brought argument from her brother.  

“All right,” she said at last, “I will become the sun and rule the skies!” She snatched a flaming torch of 

moss from the fire and ran outside. “No, I shall rule the skies,” he cried, and he too grabbed a torch and 

began to chase her. They ran round and round their igloo, their torches flaming brightly. 

The sister turned and ran toward the frozen fields, and all the animals watched in wonder as the brother 

gave chase after her. Deep into the tundra they ran, faster and until their torches looked like shooting 

flames. Suddenly the sister began to rise into the sky. “Oh,” she cried as she rose, and gazed down at the 

land to see that her brother too had begun to rise.  

“We’re moving to the sky” she called, “and I will rule.” And with that she reached and put out her 

brother’s torch with the touch of her cold hand. Higher and higher they flew in their chase. “I will put 

out your light because you need no light. You will not rule the sky,” the sister called.  

“I will,” he argued, but his torch, darkened not, grew silvery in the chilled air. As they rose, the sister 

held her golden torch and her brother raised his silver flame. Higher and higher they drifted, still arguing 

until at last they were so high that down below the people and the village igloos looked like toys dotting 

the cold, snowy land.  

“I will warm the land for our people,” the sister said, and her brother looked and felt a pang of longing 

for the people and land he loved. “I have no warmth,” he said, “but I will offer light while you are 

resting.” 

“This is what we shall do,” the sister agreed, for they both loved their people and the land, and they 

knew they must now share the sky. And so the brother and sister became the Sun and the Moon, 

sharing the task of lighting the world. They still watch over their people, and if you look closely you’ll see 

their faces looking down on the earth. Brother’s light is cold and clear and gazed longingly below. 

Sister’s light is the brightest of smiles, for she knows their transformation helped the world to grow. 

 

 

 



Khonsu (Ancient Egypt) 

 

 In Upper Egypt Khonsu was the third member (with his parents Amen and Mut) of the great triad of 
Thebes. Khonsu was the god of the moon and, a traveller.  

One of the best-known stories about him tells of him playing the ancient game senet ("passage") 
against Thoth, another moon god, and wagering a portion of his light. Thoth won, and because of losing 
some of his light, Khonsu cannot show his whole glory for the entire month, but must wax and wane. 
 
Since earliest historic times the Egyptians appreciated the regularity of the moon, and made it the base 
for their calendar of twelve months making up a lunar year. 
 

He came to be associated with fate, judgment, and punishment. As Destroyer of Evil Spirits he strangled 

lesser deities and therefore people appealed to him as Khonsu the Merciful for help when they were ill. 

The most famous literary example of such an intervention is told on the Bentresh Stela. Like Horus, 

Khonsu was–as Khonsu the Child–protector against dangerous animals and depicted standing on 

crocodiles.  

    He was often shown as a child, at times in the form of a mummy, or, reminiscent of Horus, as a man 

with the head of a falcon. On his head he wore a crescent moon, topped by a full moon. Like Horus he 

holds the symbols of ruler: the crook and the flagellum. 

http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/religion/thoth.htm
http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/texts/bentresh_stela.htm


Selene (Ancient Greece) 

 

Selene is the moon goddess, daughter of the Titan Hyperion and the Titaness Theia. She is the sister of 
Eos (Dawn), Helios (Sun) and Titan. With Zeus she had Pandia, an exceedingly beautiful woman, and two 
other daughters. With Endymion she had fifty daughters and the handsome Narcissus, whose beauty led 
to a tragic end. 

Selene was identified with the goddess of the hunt Artemis, another "moon goddess" of spring and 
summer, and Athena, the "moon goddess" of autumn and summer. She's portrayed as a young woman 
with an extremely white face who travels on a silver chariot drawn by two horses. Also she is often 
shown riding a horse or a bull. Selene is said to wear robes, carry a torch, and wear a half moon on her 
head. 

After her brother Helios completes his journey across the sky, she begins hers. But before Selene 
journeys across the night sky she bathes in the sea. 

Selene fell in love with the very handsome Endymion, who was allowed to choose what he would, and 
he chose to sleep forever, remaining deathless and ageless. Since Selene was so deeply in love with 
Endymion she asked Zeus to allow him to decide his own fate. Zeus granted Selene's request, and 
Endymion chose never to grow old and to sleep eternally. However, Endymion's eternal sleep did not 
prevent Selene giving birth to his daughters. Endymion was visited by Selene every night and softly 
kissed by her rays of light. 

 

 

 



The Sun, Moon, and Stars (Navajo legend) 

 

The first people had four lights which been brought from the lower world. White light appeared over the 

eastern mountains, blue light spread across the sky from the southern mountains, yellow light came 

from the western peaks and darkness from the north. These lights were far away and carried no heat so 

the air was always of one temperature and no seasonal changes occurred although there was darkness 

and daylight.  

We do not have enough daylight the people complained, surely we need more light. 

So the first woman send Glowworm to the east and told fire fox to go to the south, lightning beetle to 

the west and firefly to the north. Then, when anyone needed extra light, these four were ready to serve 

him.  

For a time this plan worked very well, but it was not long before the First People were saying, “these 

lights are too small. They flicker on and off so there are of little use to us. We cannot work in such dim 

light!” Then others aske, “how can we see to do anything? We do not have night eyes like Hosteen owl 

or little Bat?” 

It seemed that First woman could never please them. Finally she thought of Fire Man and his glowing 

mountain, so she sent a messenger to ask the Fire Man if he could help her. 



“Yes” agreed Fire Man, “I can make the land bright all around Fire Mountain, but the light will not reach 

the edges of the land, and there will be smoke.” 

After that, flames leaped high above the mountain top, and there was no more darkness for some 

distance. But soon the people were again complaining. “We do not like the heat and the smoke that is 

coming from Fire Mountain,” they declared. “The heat scorches the earth and we are choked by the 

smoke.” 

As everyone was complaining and no one was satisfied, First Woman decided that she must find a 

different way by which to light the earth. 

After consulting a council of wise men, she told her helpers to bring her a large, flat slab of the hardest 

and most durable rock they could find. After visiting every mountain and rocky pinnacle, they returned 

with a large, flat slab of quartz; it was twice as long as it was wide, and when the helpers had placed it 

on the ground in front of her, First woman decided it was large enough to make two round wheels of 

equal size.  

After First Woman had marked two large circles on the slab, they all set to work with sharp flints and 

stone hammers, cutting out the two equal sized wheels. After a time, two round flat discs lay shaped 

and ready for their purpose.  

Then First Man and First Woman started decorating the stones in a manner that would signify the 

powers that each was to be given. The first was given a mask of blue turquoise to produce light and 

heat, then red coral was tied to the ear lobes and around the rim. A horn was attached to each side to 

hold lightning and rain. Feathers of the cardinal, flicker, lark and the eagle were tied to its rim to carry it 

through the sky, and also to spread the rays of heat and light in the four directions. Four zigzag lines of 

male wind and male rain stood at the top and four more hung at the bottom, and four sunspots were 

placed for guardians who sometimes stood on its face, but more often took their places in the four 

directions. 

“Now it is finished,” said First Man, “and I will give it a blessing of mixed pollens, and also a song which 

will be sung by a lark who hereafter will be known as the ‘suns voice’.” 

“But this cannot remain here!” stated First Woman. “It must be placed in the sky!” 

No one seemed to know how this was to be done until Fire Man suggested that it should be carried to 

the top of the highest mountain and placed on the highest peak at the edge of the Earth where if could 

shine on all of the land at the same time.  

So it was taken to the eastern mountains and fastened to the sky with darts of lightning. Then First 

Woman and her helpers went back to decorate the second round stone disc, which was the same size as 

the first.  

But First Woman said, “We do not need another bearer of heat and light, so this one will carry coolness 

and moisture.” 

Then they decorated its face with white shell, placed a band of yellow pollen on its chin, and made a rim 

of red coral. Magpie, nighthawk, turkey and crane feathers were fastened on four sides to bear its 

weight and held lightning and soft winds. Four straight lines placed at the top and another four at the 



bottom, gave it control over the summer rains. When it was finished, this was taken to the top of a 

western peak and fastened to the sky with sheet lightning.  

“Now everyone should be satisfied,” remarked Frist Woman as she looked at the discs. “Now we have 

light, heat and moisture, all coming from the sky.” 

But again many of the first people were complaining. “This is not right,” they said. “If the sun stays in the 

east all the time it will always be summer on that side of the land, and it will always be winter on the 

other side.” 

“The sun must move across the sky’” First Man agreed, “but how can it move when it is only a stone and 

has no spirit?” 

Everyone looked at the two discs and knew that they were just decorated stones with no life of their 

own, and they wondered what could be done about it. Then two very old and very wise men stepped 

forward and said, “We will give out spirits to the sun and moon so they will have life and power to move 

across the sky.” 

One entered the turquoise disc and he was called Sun Bearer; the other entered the white disc and he 

was called Moon Bearer. Immediately the two stones began to quiver and show signs of moving.  

“But how shall I know where to go or which paths to follow?” asked the sun; and the moon asked the 

same question. 

“The eagle is guided by his tail feathers,” said First Man. “We will give you each twelve feathers from the 

eagle’s tail to point to the correct paths you are to follow, and the changes in the paths will mark the 

changes in the seasons.” 

So twelve tall white feathers were fastened to the top of each headdress to indicate a different path for 

each month of the year. Sun was the first to start his journey across the sky, while Moon waited all day, 

until Sun had reached the peaks of the western mountains but was still looking back across the land.  

At this point the Moon queried, “Now?” 

And Sun answered, “Now!” 

So moon was about to climb into the sky, when Wind Boy, who had been standing just behind him, 

thought he would help by pushing with a stiff breeze. This breeze hit the Moon Bearer in the back and 

blew the twelve feathers forward across his face, so he could not see where was going. All he could do 

was follow where the tips of the feathers pointed, and as these were now slanted in different directions, 

Moon has always followed strange paths across the sky.  
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